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1. Introduction
High performance computing (HPC) offers possibility to overcome the hardness of
geographical problems caused by big data, time-consuming algorithms and complicated
geographical models. Message passing interface (MPI) is a clean, flexible, effective
paradigm for HPC, which has been widely used in scientific researches. Nowadays,
Geographical Information Science (GIScience) becomes one of the new fields that use
MPI to speedup specific problem solving. Tarboton (2009) used MPI in tauDEM, a
digital terrain analysis (DEM) library and reported significant performance improvement.
Guan (2010) developed a parallel geospatial programming library built on MPI to help
nonspecialist GIScientists develop high performance geospatial algorithms. Wang (2009)
presented TeraGrid GIScience Gateway where MPI enables parallel processing within
and across nodes in the cyberinfrastructure. However, most of the existing works are
limited in terms of applying them to solve real-world problems. Although HPC is
effective in reducing the execution time of algorithms, and provides opportunities to
optimize the bottleneck of data IO, it worsens the problem caused by complicated
scientific models since scientists have to concern with the parallel logic in addition to the
complexity of models.
In scientific fields, workflow systems or more specifically scientific workflow systems
have been widely used to build complex applications from simple components easily
(Curcin 2008). Scientific workflow systems can introduce some parallelism implicitly
(Zhao 2008). Tasks independent with each other can be executed in parallel naturally
while necessary synchronizations preserve the processing logic defined by users. Since
only parallel logic inside the simple algorithms should be handled, the complexity of
development will be effectively reduced. Workflow systems specific to geographical
computation were also presented. Chen (2008) developed a geographical workflow
execution platform named MRGIS over MapReduce clusters to ease solution building
and achieved significant performance advantages compared to non HPC solution. Ma
(2009) proposed an architecture for high performance geocomputing, which contains a
workflow engine to compose geographical algorithms mainly based on MPI. However,
the details of requirements, issues and implementation concerns of geographical
workflow systems over HPC clusters based on MPI have not been investigated in depth.
Several attributes are expected when building a geographical workflow system over
HPC clusters based on MPI. It should be easy to combine simple MPI algorithms into
complex solutions. The parallel efficiency should be optimized at the workflow level, to

fully exploit the potential of hardware and algorithms; Since HPC is costly, the system
should offer some control abilities, like workflow cancelling and pausing/resuming, as
well as a proper failure handling mechanism. In this paper, a workflow system over HPC
clusters based on MPI is designed and developed targeted at these attributes.

2. Methods
A workflow as a complex processing procedure is split into a bunch of steps. Each step in
the workflow refers to an action, mainly as a single algorithm and represented as an
executable file. The action's interface is defined by extra descriptions besides the
executable. The inputs of steps can be given either by users or former steps. Constraints
can be given to define the relations of steps. Directed acyclic graph (DAG) is used to
model the approach with nodes and edges corresponding to steps and relations between
steps respectively. Recursions or loops are not modelled in the graph to avoid validating
complexity.
A flexible framework integrated with basic geographical operations is also established.
A bunch of workflow utility programs are developed in order to build reasonable
geographical applications, including metadata extracting, data publishing, web map
service (WMS) publishing and many more. These programs can be easily used as steps in
workflow and execute in a transactional manner.
Geographical algorithms tend to be both IO and communicating intensive, which
restricts their scalability. Within the same workflow, computing resources could be
balanced between steps considering the scalability of corresponding algorithms to raise
both the utilization ratio of resources and the overall execution efficiency. Suppose there
are two algorithms to run on a 256-cores cluster. Executing them one by one with both
given 256 cores may cause low parallel efficiency. For most geographical algorithms, the
parallel efficiency of a 256-cores execution may be much lower than a 128-cores
execution in practice. Consequently, the workflow engine may optimize the resource
assignment and execute the two algorithms simultaneously with both given 128 cores,
which may bring big performance boost.
Stable workflow control facilities are rather difficult to implement since many realworld workflows are fairly complex and have many states. Concurrency must be
carefully handled to avoid inconsistent states or dead locks if synchronizations are
heavily taken. Concurrent entities interact with each other all through explicit interfaces
driven by an event-callback metaphor, in order to reduce uncertainty introduced by
implicit interactions. Some flexibility is offered to handle failures in various ways. When
a step fails, one may choose to either cancel all the unfinished steps in the workflow, or
only cancel the steps dependent on the failed step. Both of the choices can avoid
processing on the corrupted data.

3. Implementation
The core system that builds and executes workflows is written in C++, over RedHat
Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5.5 operating system. The algorithms are mainly written in
C++ based on MPI, while geographical workflow utilities are written in various scripting
languages like python, ruby, or bash. Such utilities can be any executables supplemented
with corresponding interface description files. The system is open to non-MPI algorithms
which, however, may not take advantages of special optimizations for MPI programs.

The TORQUE resource manager and the Maui scheduler are used to submit and
execute MPI programs since they are open-source and rather solid. OpenMPI is chosen as
the MPI implementation while in most cases it is not a heavy work to switch to other
implementations, e.g. MPICH2 or Intel MPI. Several geographical workflows are built
for experiments. The experimental results showed the feasibility and efficiency of the
workflow engine. It provides varies functions including executing algorithms in parallel,
taking several previous outputs to produce new output, registration to metadata storage
then publish as Tile Map Service (TMS) automatically, and works well in a highperformance GIS.

4. Conclusion
This paper presents a geographical workflow system over HPC clusters based on MPI.
The method takes advantage of high-performance geocomputation, and attempts to
reduce the complexity when building efficient solutions to complex geographical
problems. Future works include more strategies for scheduling workflows, more control
operations like pause and resume, and experiments on practical geographical problems in
larger scales.
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